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Abstract. Photoexcited dynamics of electrons and holes in semiconductor quantum dots (QD), including phonon-induced relaxation, multiple exciton generation, fission and recombination (MEG, MEF, and MER), were simulated by combining ab initio time-dependent density functional theory and non-adiabatic molecular dynamics. These nonequilibrium phenomena govern optical properties and photoexcited dynamics of QDs, determining the branching between electronic processes and thermal energy losses. Our approach accounts for QD size and shape as well as defects, core-shell distribution, surface ligands, and charge trapping, which significantly influence the properties of photoexcited QDs. The method creates an explicit time-domain representation of photoinduced processes and describes various kinetic regimes owing to the non-perturbative treatment of quantum dynamics. QDs of different size and material, with and without ligands are considered. The simulations provide direct evidence that the high-frequency ligand modes on the QD surface play a pivotal role in the electron-phonon relaxation, MEG, MEF, and MER. The insights reported here suggest novel routes for controlling the photoinduced processes in semiconductor QDs and lead to new design principles for increasing efficiencies of photovoltaic devices.
1. Introduction

Confinement of charge carriers in quantum dots (QDs) of sizes smaller than the Bohr exciton radius of the corresponding bulk material gives the ability to control the electronic properties by variation of QD size and shape, and leads to a variety of applications.\textsuperscript{1,2} QDs are in sharp contrast with molecular systems, whose properties vary discontinuously and require modifications in composition and structure. Large absorption cross sections, decreased electron-phonon relaxation rates,\textsuperscript{3,4} and generation of multiple electron-hole pairs\textsuperscript{5–9} make QDs excellent photovoltaic materials by providing new mechanisms for utilization of the photon energy in excess of the band gap and avoiding energy losses.\textsuperscript{3,10}

Typically, significant amounts of solar power are lost to heat, limiting the maximum thermodynamic efficiency of a standard photovoltaic device to 32%.\textsuperscript{11} Recent time-resolved experiments showed ultrafast electron-phonon relaxation even in nanoscale QDs, similar to that observed in bulk.\textsuperscript{12–17} The general expectation that quantum confinement would limit energy losses due to an increased mismatch between the electronic energy gaps and phonon frequencies held only at low energies and in perfectly designed QDs.\textsuperscript{4} Photovoltaic and lasing efficiencies of QD materials depend critically on the rates of electron-hole energy exchange and charge-phonon relaxation. Therefore, studying electron-hole and charge-phonon interactions carry both fundamental and practical importance.\textsuperscript{18}

Electron-phonon interactions are responsible for two related but qualitatively different phenomena, \textit{i.e.}, relaxation and dephasing. The former is an inelastic process, leading to energy losses. Such energy losses decrease solar cell voltage. At the same time, fast relaxation of higher energy excited states to band gap edge favors lasing and electro-optic switching. Electron-phonon dephasing is an elastic process and conserves the electronic energy. It destroys coherences between electronic states, converting them into uncorrelated ensembles. Quantum information processing requires long-lived coherences and slow phonon-induced dephasing of spin and electron states. Dephasing determines homogeneous linewidths in optical spectra. The loss of correlation in coherent superpositions of multiple excitons (MEs) contributes to ME fission (MEF) that is closely related to the singlet fission process in polyacene crystals.\textsuperscript{19,20} Phonon-induced dephasing of coherent superpositions of single and ME states is an essential component of the mechanism for ME generation (MEG).\textsuperscript{8,19,21,22}

MEG creates multiple charge carriers by a single photon absorption, and provides potential for increasing photovoltaic device efficiencies.\textsuperscript{9,23,24} MEG has been observed in semiconductor QDs\textsuperscript{5–8,21,25–40} and other nanoscale materials.\textsuperscript{41–45} MEG yields are generally higher in QDs than in bulk,\textsuperscript{9,24,46} because strict conservation of translational momentum is not required in QDs, and the Coulomb interaction between electrons and holes is enhanced due to closer proximity of charge carriers. On the contrary, multiple exciton recombination (MER), in combination with electron-phonon relaxation, reduces photovoltaic efficiencies by accelerating energy losses to heat. MEs convert to single
excitons (SEs) of higher energy that is ultimately dissipated by phonons. In combination with electron-phonon relaxation, the MEG and MER govern photoexcited-state dynamics in semiconductor QDs at high energies.

Recent experiments reported enhanced photon-to-charge conversion due to MEG in PbSe QD-based solar cells, as manifested by increased photocurrent. This result indicates that understanding the MEG and MER phenomena appearing in QDs can help in developing efficient solar technology. At the same time, the diverse and conflicting reports on MEG efficiencies show that the dynamics and mechanisms of MEG and MER are still poorly understood and remain controversial. In particular, surface-induced charge trapping and related processes are believed to be the source of the discrepancies in the MER and MEG signals and their interpretation.

This paper reviews recent state-of-the-art time-domain *ab initio* simulations of the properties and dynamics of photoexcited states in semiconductor QDs including charge-phonon relaxation, MEG, MEF, and MER, as shown in figure 1. The atomistic and time-domain description created by our method provides a powerful tool for studying the role of surface ligands, dopants, defects, unsaturated chemical bonds, size, shape, and other realistic aspects of QDs. The described simulations give a novel and comprehensive perspective on the elastic and inelastic scattering dynamics of photoexcited charge carriers in nanoscale materials and provide important insights into the mechanisms and efficiency of solar energy harvesting.

2. Theoretical framework

We first summarize our theoretical methods which enable the current time-domain *ab initio* simulation to study the photoexcited dynamics in semiconductor QDs.

2.1. Time-domain density functional theory

Our state-of-the-art simulations combine time-domain density functional theory (TDDFT) with non-adiabatic molecular dynamics (NAMD). The electronic structure and adiabatic MD were computed with VASP using a converged plane-wave basis in a cubic simulation cell periodically replicated in three dimensions. Spurious interactions of periodic images were prevented by including at least 8 Å of vacuum between QD replicas. The PW91 density functional and projector-augmented-wave pseudopotentials were used. Note that hybrid DFT functionals, as well as the GW and Bethe-Salpeter theories, tend to produce larger band-gaps. We use the PW91 functional in order to take full computational advantage of the plane-wave representation. Preserving computational efficiency is particularly important for our real-time TDDFT simulations that include explicit couplings to phonon modes. The initial QD geometry was generated from bulk, passivated by hydrogen atoms as needed, fully optimized at zero temperature, and heated up to ambient temperatures by MD with repeated nuclear kinetic energy rescaling. Microcanonical trajectories of 5 ps to
30 ps were produced using the Verlet algorithm with a 1 fs time-step and the Hellman-Feynman force in the ground electronic state.

The evolution of the single-electron Kohn-Sham (KS) orbitals \( \phi_p(r, t) \) was determined using the standard TDKS equations

\[
\frac{i \hbar}{\hbar} \frac{\partial \phi_p(r, t)}{\partial t} = H(\phi(r, t))\phi_p(r, t), \quad p = 1, \ldots, N_e,
\]

where \( N_e \) is the number of electrons. The equations are coupled, since the Hamiltonian \( H \) depends on the density obtained by summing over all the KS orbitals occupied by the \( N_e \) electrons. Expanding the time-dependent KS orbitals \( \phi_p(r, t) \) in the adiabatic KS orbital basis \( \tilde{\phi}_k(r; R) \),

\[
\phi_p(r, t) = \sum_{k=1}^{N_e} c_{pk}(t)|\tilde{\phi}_k(r; R)\rangle,
\]

transforms the TDKS equations (1) into the equations for the expansion coefficients

\[
\frac{i \hbar}{\hbar} \frac{\partial c_{pk}(t)}{\partial t} = \sum_{m=1}^{N_e} c_{pm}(t)(\epsilon_m \delta_{km} - i \hbar \mathbf{d}_{km} \cdot \dot{\mathbf{R}}).
\]

The adiabatic KS orbitals, \( \tilde{\phi}_k(r; R) \), were obtained with DFT for atomic positions at each time step along the MD trajectory. The NA coupling describes the electron-phonon interaction

\[
\mathbf{d}_{km} \cdot \dot{\mathbf{R}} = \langle \tilde{\phi}_k(r; R)|\nabla_R|\tilde{\phi}_m(r; R)\rangle \cdot \dot{\mathbf{R}}
\]

\[
= \langle \tilde{\phi}_k(r; R)|\frac{\partial}{\partial t}|\tilde{\phi}_m(r; R)\rangle.
\]

The NA electron-phonon coupling arises due to the dependence of the adiabatic KS orbitals on the phonon dynamics \( \mathbf{R}(t) \). Nuclear trajectories from the ground state MD were used to sample initial conditions to create ensemble averages for the NA dynamics.

2.2. NAMD simulation: fewest switching surface hopping

Fewest switching surface hopping (FSSH)\(^{10,14,18,62,64,65}\) prescribes a probability for hopping between quantum states. Specifically, the probability of a hop from a given state \( k \) to another state \( m \) within the time interval \( dt \) is given by

\[
dP_{km} = \frac{b_{km}}{a_{kk}}dt,
\]

where

\[
b_{km} = -2\text{Re}(a_{mk}d_{mk} \cdot \dot{\mathbf{R}})
\]

\[
a_{mk} = c_{m}^{*}c_k.
\]

Here, \( c_k \) and \( c_m \) are coefficients evolved by (3). The velocity rescaling and hop rejection rules in FSSH give detailed balance between the upward and downward transitions.\(^{66}\) A simplified version of these rules assumes that energy exchanged between the electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom during a hop is rapidly redistributed over all nuclear modes. With this assumption, energy of the nuclear modes follows a Boltzmann
distribution at all times, and the velocity rescaling/hop rejection step can be replaced by multiplying the probability, (6), for transitions upward in energy by the Boltzmann factor. This simplification of the original FSSH technique provides great computational savings.\(^6\)

2.3. Theory for calculating dephasing times

The vibrationally-induced dephasing times are computed using the optical response function formalism.\(^6\) The dephasing time is associated with fluctuations of the energy levels due to coupling of electrons and holes to phonons of the semiconductor, vibrations of the ligands, motion of the solvent, etc. The fluctuations in the energy levels are best characterized in terms of correlation functions. The normalized autocorrelation function (ACF) for time-dependent energy \(E(t)\) is defined as

\[
C(t) = \frac{\langle \Delta E(t) \Delta E(0) \rangle}{\langle (\Delta E(0))^2 \rangle},
\]

where \(\Delta E(t) \equiv E(t) - \langle E(t) \rangle\), and the angular brackets denote averaging over a statistical ensemble. ACFs characterize periodicity and memory of the energy fluctuations. Rapid decay of an ACF indicates short memory and occurs if multiple and anharmonic phonon modes couple to the electronic transition. The optical response functions characterizing the dephasing processes for a pair of states that are entangled in a coherent superposition can be obtained directly or via the second order cumulant expansion.\(^6\) The cumulant dephasing function is obtained by double integration and exponentiation of the unnormalized ACF,

\[
D(t) = \exp \left[ -\frac{1}{\hbar^2} \int_0^t d\tau_1 \int_0^{\tau_1} d\tau_2 \langle (\Delta E(0))^2 \rangle C(\tau_2) \right].
\]

The above expression indicates that rapid dephasing is facilitated by a large fluctuation of the transition energy, \(\langle (\Delta E(0))^2 \rangle\), as well as by a short memory of the fluctuation, \(i.e.\) rapidly decaying ACF. The dephasing times were calculated by fitting the dephasing function by a Gaussian function.

2.4. Time-dependent density functional theory for MEG and MER

The Auger dynamics involving SE and double exciton (DE) states coupled to nuclear motions were simulated using TDDFT formulated in the adiabatic KS basis.\(^6,14,18,61\) In the adiabatic representation, all Coulomb interactions appearing in the electronic Hamiltonian are "diagonalized out" during the calculation of the adiabatic states, and transitions between different SE and DE states occur due to the NA coupling, as described below.

Our simulation method including the ground, SE, and DE states, \(|\Phi_g(\mathbf{r}; \mathbf{R})\rangle\), \(|\Phi_{\text{SE}}^{i,j}(\mathbf{r}; \mathbf{R})\rangle\), and \(|\Phi_{\text{DE}}^{i,j,k,l}(\mathbf{r}; \mathbf{R})\rangle\), respectively, was formulated using second quantization with the ground state as a reference.\(^6\) SEs and DEs are obtained as

\[
|\Phi_{\text{SE}}^{i,j}\rangle = \hat{a}_i^{\dagger} \hat{a}_j |\Phi_g\rangle,
\]

\[
|\Phi_{\text{DE}}^{i,j,k,l}\rangle = \hat{a}_i^{\dagger} \hat{a}_j^{\dagger} \hat{a}_k^{\dagger} \hat{a}_l |\Phi_g\rangle,
\]
where the electron creation and annihilation operators, $\hat{a}^\dagger_i$ and $\hat{a}_j$, generate and destroy an electron in the $i$th and $j$th adiabatic KS orbitals, respectively. The time-evolving wave function is then expressed by

$$|\Psi(t)\rangle = C_g(t)|\Phi_g\rangle + \sum_{i,j} C_{SE}^{i,j}(t)|\Phi_{SE}^{i,j}\rangle + \sum_{i,j,k,l} C_{DE}^{i,j,k,l}(t)|\Phi_{DE}^{i,j,k,l}\rangle.$$  (13)

Similarly to (3), the expansion coefficients appearing in (13) evolve by the first-order differential equations

$$i\hbar \frac{\partial C_X(t)}{\partial t} = C_X(t)E_X - i\hbar C_g(t)\mathbf{d}_{X,g} \cdot \dot{\mathbf{R}} - i\hbar \sum_{i',j'} C_{SE}^{i',j'}(t)\mathbf{d}_{X,SE,i',j'} \cdot \dot{\mathbf{R}} - i\hbar \sum_{i',j',k',l'} C_{DE}^{i',j',k',l'}(t)\mathbf{d}_{X,DE,i',j',k',l'} \cdot \dot{\mathbf{R}},$$  (14)

where $X$ and $Y$ now correspond to either ground, SE, or DE state, $E_X$ is the state energy, and the NA couplings are defined by

$$\mathbf{d}_{X,Y} \cdot \dot{\mathbf{R}} \equiv \langle \Phi_X | \nabla_R | \Phi_Y \rangle \cdot \dot{\mathbf{R}} = \langle \Phi_X | \frac{\partial}{\partial t} | \Phi_Y \rangle.$$  (15)

The atomistic simulation of the SE/DE generation and recombination dynamics was performed by directly solving (14) with time-dependent NA couplings and energies calculated by VASP.$^5,6$ We developed efficient simulation codes to solve (14) using only the extracted non-zero parts of the Hamiltonian.

Our method differs from other approaches such as the conventional Fermi’s golden rule$^{31,33,34,44}$ by simultaneously taking into account MEG, MER, and phonon-assisted processes in a real-time atomistic simulation. The atomistic simulation allows us to study the roles of surface ligands, dopants, defects, unsaturated chemical bonds, size, shape, and other realistic properties of QDs in the MEG and MER dynamics. The NA coupling terms are calculated non-perturbatively in our simulation, leading to non-exponential MEG and MER dynamics. This bypasses the limitations of Fermi’s golden rule that adopts perturbative treatment and implicitly assumes exponential decay. Additionally, the present explicit time-domain simulations account for phonon dynamics, including high-frequency surface ligand modes. Simulating dynamics with electron-phonon coupling creates fluctuations in the electronic energy levels responsible for dephasing of superpositions of SE and DE states, and allows for phonon-assisted MEG and MER. These phenomena are typically omitted in static rate theories.

3. Ultrafast charge cooling in semiconductor quantum dots by coupling to phonons

Quantum confinement in QDs induces larger electronic gaps and could cause mismatches between the energy gaps and phonon frequencies.$^3$ Phonon bottlenecks slow electron-phonon relaxation and were expected in QDs. However, only picosecond relaxations, similar to that observed in bulk, were observed in many time-resolved experiments.$^{16,17}$
and a phonon bottleneck was detected only under special conditions in carefully designed CdSe QDs.\textsuperscript{4,14}

Figure 2 presents the simulated NA dynamics of the electron and hole relaxation for the Cd\textsubscript{33}Se\textsubscript{33} QD without surface passivation.\textsuperscript{14} The three-dimensional figure shows the evolving state occupations, representing time-dependent distributions of electron and hole energies, as the particles relax to the corresponding band gap states. This reveals that the phonon bottleneck appears around the band edge of conduction band (CB), as the electron relaxation slows down at low energies. If the QD was passivated by ligands, the phonon bottleneck would be suppressed due to participation of the high-frequency phonon modes of the ligands and the resulting stronger NA couplings. In addition, the Auger exchange of energy between electrons and holes would be increased in the surface passivated QD.\textsuperscript{69,70} In the following sections, the importance of the ligand contribution to the charge-phonon relaxation and Auger processes will be confirmed and discussed on the basis of our time-domain simulation studies.\textsuperscript{10,14,18,65}

3.1. Density of electron and hole

The following discussion focuses on a small Si QD passivated by hydrogen atoms. Si is one of the most commonly used semiconductor materials, while hydrogen atoms represent the simplest realistic ligand. The upper panel of figure 3 shows the density of states (DOS) of Si\textsubscript{29}H\textsubscript{24} at ambient temperature. The energy gap was calculated as 2.51 eV at 0 K. The underlying atomic structure, thermal fluctuations, as well as the Coulomb interactions break the electronic degeneracy, creating a complicated multilevel band structure and a distribution of energies for each state. To represent the inhomogeneous broadening, each energy level in the shown DOS was broadened by 0.1eV. Note that our time-domain simulation used band structure calculated for each instantaneous geometry along the trajectory and containing discrete energy levels. The quasi-continuous DOS suggests ultrafast relaxation of photoexcited electrons and holes, without a phonon bottleneck. The figure also demonstrates that the electron and hole DOS is symmetric due to the quantum confinement; the electron DOS is twice as dense as the hole DOS in bulk Si.\textsuperscript{71} Such strong confinement effect on the DOS has not been observed in other semiconductor QDs such as PbSe and CdSe, in which the QD DOS is similar to the bulk DOS.\textsuperscript{14,35,65}

3.2. Electron and hole relaxations

The lower panel of figure 3 shows relaxation rates of excited electrons and holes. In spite of the symmetric DOS of electrons and holes, the electrons decay much faster than the holes. The relaxation rates exhibit a nearly perfect linear relationship with the DOS, spanning the initially excited state to the band edge exciton. Not only are the absolute values of the relaxation rates larger for electrons than holes, but also the slope of the rate dependence on DOS is larger for electrons than holes.
3.3. Fermi’s golden rule for electron-phonon relaxation

The above linear relationships are related to Fermi’s golden rule:

\[ k_F = \frac{2\pi}{\hbar} |V|^2 \rho(E_{\text{band}}), \]

where \( k_F \) is the relaxation rate of the charge carriers, \( V \) is the electron/hole phonon coupling, and \( \rho \) is the density of electron and hole states. Using the NA coupling calculated from our simulation, Fermi’s golden rule reproduces the electron relaxation data of figure 3. For hole relaxation, Fermi’s golden rule holds when applying a constant prefactor of 0.53—the prefactor is rationalized by coupling fluctuations. NA coupling was for the first time quantitatively connected to the coupling \( V \) in Fermi’s golden rule. NA coupling is responsible for the different time-scales of electron and hole relaxation rates, even in the presence of a symmetric DOS.

The applicability of Fermi’s golden rule to the NA charge-phonon relaxation allows us to estimate the relaxation rates of electrons and holes in QDs by knowing the average NA coupling strength and the local DOS within the relevant energy range. We emphasize that the electron and hole relaxation dynamics produced by the current time-domain atomistic simulation is clearly more complex than the simple exponential decay implied by Fermi’s golden rule. Relaxation includes exponential and Gaussian parts, both of which cannot be described simultaneously by a simple perturbation theory such as Fermi’s golden rule. The short time Gaussian relaxation switches to the exponential decay at longer times. Our time-domain atomistic simulations show that the latter component can be successfully described by Fermi’s golden rule.

3.4. Phonon modes analysis

As we demonstrated above, with the nearly symmetric DOS, the NA couplings entirely determine the relative decay rates of electrons and holes. In order to rationalize the differences, we investigated the QD phonon modes that couple to the photoexcited charges. The left panels of figure 4 show the spectral densities (SD) of phonon-induced fluctuations of the energy levels of the CB and valence band (VB) states of Si_{25}H_{24}. The asymmetry in the NA couplings for the CB and VB can be rationalized by these higher-frequency components of the SD. Throughout all the shown frequencies, the SD of the CB states are significantly larger than the SD of the VB states. This result indicates that the stronger NA couplings for the electrons than holes are due to the stronger interaction between the CB states and the higher-frequency phonon modes of the Si-H bonds. Hence, it is the passivation of the QD surface with hydrogen ligands that produces the asymmetric NA couplings in the CB and VB. Since the NA coupling is proportional to the nuclear velocity, as in (4), the high-frequency phonon modes of the hydrogen ligands result in stronger NA couplings. Our results clearly show that surface ligands can significantly influence the charge relaxation processes.
3.5. Charge delocalization over the surface bonds

The right panels of figure 4 support the conclusion that the difference in NA couplings for electrons and holes are attributed to the surface Si-H modes. The LUMO of the Si$_{29}$H$_{24}$ QD encompasses Si-H bonds more so than the HOMO, indicating that the electrons are more strongly coupled to the surface passivating bonds than the holes. The situation is different from materials such as CdSe, where the VB states are notably delocalized onto the surface, and holes are easily trapped there. The ligand contribution to the electron and hole relaxation can emphasize the importance of the Auger energy exchange between the charge carriers, which accelerates the relaxation of the slower decaying carrier. By changing the chemistry of the ligands, one can alter the strength of the NA coupling, and therefore, control the rates of energy losses in semiconductor QDs.

4. Phonon-induced dephasing dynamics of superpositions

Interactions with phonons make superpositions of electronic states dephase into uncorrelated states. In order to gain insights into the timescales of the dephasing processes, we characterize the phonon-induced dephasing for a variety of excitations at ambient and low temperatures in the indirect band-gap semiconductor QD, Si$_{29}$H$_{24}$. In particular, we consider dephasing of exciton pairs separated in energy by the band gap (E$_g$) and corresponding to the absorption and luminescence processes. We also investigate the lifetime of coherent superpositions of SEs and MEs encountered in MEG. Finally, we describe the dephasing that converts MEs into uncorrelated SEs, corresponding to MEF.

4.1. Types of excitation undergoing dephasing

A diagram of the representative dephasing processes is given in figure 5. The two states shown in each panel are in a coherent superposition initially and dephase by coupling to phonons. The two left panels illustrate superpositions of the ground state with the lowest energy SE, and the SE with the lowest energy DE. These superpositions are formed during light absorption and luminescence at the band gap energy. The dephasing of these superpositions determines the homogeneous linewidth of single molecule luminescence. The next two panels show superpositions of the high-energy SE and DE, and the high-energy SE and triexciton (TE). The high-energy SEs are near-resonant in energy with the band-gap DE and TE. Dephasing of these superpositions constitutes part of the MEG process. The right panel displays a biexciton fission diagram. Since the energy spacing between the orbitals is small, on the order of $kT$, we consider MEF into SEs that have different occupations of the orbitals near the band gap.
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4.2. Dephasing timescales

The dephasing functions, (10), calculated from the ACFs, (9), for the luminescence (SE/ground), MEG ($3E_g/TE$) and MEF ($E_g/E_{e,h}$) processes at 300 K and 80 K are plotted in figure 6. The dephasing times are listed in table 1. The dephasing times for luminescence and MEG are all sub-10fs, while the dephasing time of MEF is significantly longer, on the order of a hundred femtoseconds. The dephasing times are related to phonon-induced fluctuations of the energy gap between the two states through the linear response theory. The fluctuation of the large energy gaps corresponding to band gap absorption and luminescence produce fast dephasing. The gaps between SE and ME states involved in MEG are small. At the same time, these states are supported by orbitals that are far in energy. They depend quite differently on phonon coordinates; and as a result, the dephasing of SE and ME state pairs participating in MEG is also rapid. The orbitals supporting excitons undergoing MEF are very close in energy, leading to the much slower dephasing time. The MEF dephasing time caused by small fluctuations of the energy gaps should be sensitive to QD size, surface ligands, solvent, etc. The MEF dephasing time shows stronger temperature dependence than the other three dephasing times. This is because the MEF dephasing is facilitated by low-frequency acoustic phonons, while the luminescence and MEG dephasing occurs by coupling to high-frequency optical modes;\textsuperscript{19} and low frequency phonon modes are more significantly affected by temperature decrease. As a result, the difference of the dephasing times for MEF compared to MEG and luminescence is more pronounced at the lower temperature. The inverse of the dephasing time for luminescence determines the homogeneous optical linewidth. Our data confirm the observation that the single-molecule luminescence lines are remarkably broad.\textsuperscript{73} The linewidths deduced from the present theory are about 150 meV at room temperature and 80 meV at 80K, in agreement with the available experimental data.\textsuperscript{74,75}

5. Multiple exciton generation and recombination dynamics in semiconductor quantum dots

Semiconductor QDs demonstrate the ability to generate multiple excitons by absorption of one high energy photon.\textsuperscript{6–8,21,25–39} The initial photo-excitation creates superpositions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>80 K</th>
<th>300 K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emit; DE/SE, SE/gr</td>
<td>6.98 ± 0.21</td>
<td>3.96 ± 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEG; $2E_g/DE$</td>
<td>7.33 ± 0.17</td>
<td>3.95 ± 0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEG; $3E_g/TE$</td>
<td>2.96 ± 0.09</td>
<td>1.60 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEF; $E_g/E_{e,h}$</td>
<td>205.33 ± 0.87</td>
<td>54.43 ± 1.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of SE and ME states, which rapidly dephase by coupling to phonons (see previous section). MEs generated immediately by photo-excitations correspond to the direct MEG mechanism.\textsuperscript{76} SEs can create MEs by an Auger-type process that competes with electron-phonon relaxation (discussed in section 3). We investigated Auger-type MEG and MER dynamics in small Si QDs of different size and with different surface passivation, and compared the Si results with those for a CdSe QD.\textsuperscript{8} Our earlier study focused on a Ge QD.\textsuperscript{6}

5.1. Geometric and electronic structure of small QDs

The SE and DE DOS of the three small QDs, (A) Si\textsubscript{10}, (B) Cd\textsubscript{6}Se\textsubscript{6}, and (C) Si\textsubscript{29}H\textsubscript{24}, are shown in figure 7. These three QDs allow us to investigate simultaneously the effects of material type, size, ligands, and excitation energy on the efficiency and mechanisms of the MEG and MER processes. Even these small clusters create a high density of SE and ME states. The DOS are smooth, similarly to the DOS of the larger CdSe QD shown in figure 3. The surface of the larger Si QD is passivated by hydrogens that eliminate unsaturated chemical bonds more efficiently than surface reconstruction alone. As a result, the HOMO-LUMO energy gap of the hydrogen-passivated Si QD is very close to the gaps of the smaller and bare Si and CdSe QDs; 2.0 eV, 2.0 eV, and 2.1 eV for Si\textsubscript{10}, Cd\textsubscript{6}Se\textsubscript{6}, and Si\textsubscript{29}H\textsubscript{24}, respectively even though the gap is generally inversely proportional to the QD diameter.\textsuperscript{26,48–50} The DOS is clearly larger in Si\textsubscript{29}H\textsubscript{24} than in the smaller QDs, as seen in the y-axis scales of the different panels. The DE DOS starts at higher energy than the SE DOS, but the former rapidly becomes dominant due to the increasing combinatorial number of DEs with energy. The ratio of the DE DOS to the SE DOS is largest for Si\textsubscript{29}H\textsubscript{24} at high energies. The analysis of the SE and DE DOS suggests that excited state population will shift to DEs at high energies and to SEs at low energies.

The geometric and electronic structures of the QDs are illustrated in the inserts of figure 7. The left-most panels present geometry snapshots from the dynamics simulation at ambient temperature. All QDs preserve the original bulk topology at room temperature, bonds do not break, and defect states do not appear within the gap. The middle and right panels of the inserts display the HOMO and LUMO charge densities. The orbitals of the smaller cluster appear notably more localized, compared to the Si\textsubscript{29}H\textsubscript{24} QD where the HOMO and LUMO are delocalized over the core region due to the more homogeneous bonding pattern. The hydrogen ligands passivating the Si\textsubscript{29}H\textsubscript{24} surface affect the orbitals; the LUMO is delocalized over the hydrogen ligands more substantially than the HOMO.

5.2. Multiple exciton generation

Through the decay of the total population of all SEs, MEs appear starting from an initially excited SE as shown in figure 8. Our simulation includes SEs, DEs, and the ground state, but the ground state population remains negligible throughout several
The MEG dynamics studied here strongly depend on the initial excitation energy as reported in the experiments. The energy dependence of the MEG rates arises mainly from the rapid increase of the DE DOS with energy, figure 7. The MEG dynamics is faster in Si_{10} than Cd_{6}Se_{6}, as indicated by the lines (A) and (B) in the upper-left panel of figure 8. This is because the ratio of the DE DOS over the SE DOS is larger in the former than in the latter QD.

Most other theories focus on MEG rates by assuming an exponential MEG process. The transitions from the Gaussian to the exponential regime occur when the number of quantum states accessible to system’s dynamics becomes large. The MEG dynamics in the smaller QDs are well fitted by the Gaussian functions, indicating that the DE DOS that couple to the SE states is relatively small, and that a rate description, such as Fermi’s golden rule requiring a high density of final states, is not applicable there. On the other hand, the MEG data for the large QD can be fitted by a combination of Gaussian and exponential functions because sufficiently many DEs participate in the MEG dynamics at a later time.

Our NAMD study explicitly includes phonon dynamics, and therefore allows for phonon-assisted Auger processes. Indeed, we demonstrated the phonon-assisted MEG starting at energies lower than 2E_{g}, as seen in the left-lower panel of figure 8. The high frequency Si-H phonon modes in the Si_{29}H_{24} QD enabled this phonon-assisted MEG: the electronic degrees of freedom can borrow energy from high energy phonons and allow MEG even below the purely electronic threshold.

5.3. Phonon modes involved in MEG and MER

In order to characterize the phonon modes that couple SE and ME states, we computed the Fourier transforms of the corresponding, time-dependent energy gaps. The electronic energies fluctuate due to coupling to phonons, and the energy gap fluctuation is directly related to the electron-phonon coupling. The spectra for the three QDs are presented in the right panels of figure 8. The Si_{10} phonons are higher in frequency than the Cd_{6}Se_{6} phonons, accelerating the faster MEG dynamics in the Si_{10} QD. The light hydrogen atoms passivating the surface of the Si_{29}H_{24} QD introduce additional high frequency modes up to 2000 cm^{-1}, increasing the efficiency of phonon-assisted MEG. The ligand contribution to the QD electronic states and electron-phonon coupling should decrease with increasing QD size due to the reduced surface-to-volume ratio.

5.4. Interplay between MEG and MER dynamics

Our simulation involves simultaneously a variety of processes, enabling us to study the interplay between MEG and MER, and to provide additional physical details of the combined MEG/MER dynamics.

The left panel of figure 9 shows a two-dimensional (2D) energy representation of the dynamics of two SEs that form a DE, reflecting the diffusion of the two SEs in
the energy manifold of the Si$_{29}$H$_{24}$ QD. At early times, 0.01 ps, the photoexcited high energy SE undergoes MEG, forming few DEs. The DEs appear asymmetrically, rather than around the center of the 2D map, supporting the impact ionization mechanism and the experimental expectations. The second SE in Si$_{29}$H$_{24}$ is created at the energy that is slightly higher than $E_g=2.1$ eV. This can be attributed to the entropic effect: while it is more favorable energetically to create the second exciton close to $E_g$, the rapid increase of the DE DOS with energy in the larger QD makes the second SE appear at the slightly higher energy. The initial asymmetric SEs diffuse along the constant energy line towards the center of the 2D map, where the two SEs forming a DE have similar energies. This process is also driven entropically, since there exist many more possibilities to distribute energy roughly equally between the two SEs, rather than to maintain a high and a low energy SE.

The right panel of figure 9 shows the SE population dynamics accompanying the DE generation displayed in the left panel. The data are plotted as a 2D function of time and energy. The initial SE evolves into other SEs, and at around 1 ps, the total SE population becomes small as a result of the MEG, in harmony with the accelerating MEG in figure 8. Comparison of the left and right panels in figure 9 indicates that MEG (right panel) is faster than the subsequent diffusion of the generated pair of SEs in the manifold of DE states (left panel). The SE population starts to reappear at a lower energy after 1.5 ps-2 ps. This population recursion directly reflects MER, demonstrating that our approach simultaneously takes into account both MEG and MER. The MER time of 1.5 ps-2 ps agrees with the experimental results for small QDs. In comparison, MER starting from a single DE state takes several hundred picoseconds. A superposition of many DEs produced by the preceding MEG process enables multiple coupling pathways to a broader range of SEs, producing much more reasonable timescale estimates. In other words, the MEG is more efficient than the diffusion from the initially excited single DE. This effect is particularly pronounced for MER compared to MEG, since the density of final SE states in MER is much lower than the density of final DE states in MEG, and it is important to couple to as many final states as possible in order to achieve efficient MER.

6. Concluding remarks

In summary, we developed and performed a time-domain, atomistic, ab initio studies of photoexcited carrier relaxation, MEG, MEF, and MER dynamics in small semiconductor QDs of different size and material, with and without ligands. Since these photoexcited dynamic processes dominate excitation and charge dynamics in most nanoscale systems, the developed approach can find many applications in the future. Our atomistic method is very well suited to investigate defects, ligands, charges, dopants and dangling bonds, which could play extremely important roles in excitation dynamics of QDs.

Ligands passivating the QD surface accelerate electron-phonon relaxation due to enhancement of the NA electron-phonon coupling by the high-frequency ligand
modes. In particular, hydrogen ligands passivating the Si QD surface couple strongly to electrons, but not holes. As a result, electrons relax in energy several times faster than holes, in spite of the nearly symmetric electron-hole band structure. Ligands eliminate surface states, minimizing trapping of charge carriers and enhancing the contribution of Auger-type energy exchange between electrons and holes to the overall energy relaxation. By selecting a ligand, one should be able to control and manipulate, to a large extent, charge carrier relaxation in semiconductor QDs.

Our explicit time-domain study shows that the initial stage of energy decays is Gaussian, and that exponential relaxation ensues once the quantum dynamics spreads over a sufficiently large number of states. The Gaussian component is particularly important in small QDs with a relatively low density of states. The rate of the exponential decay can be well described by Fermi’s golden rule formulated in terms of the NA electron-phonon coupling and DOS averaged over the relevant energy range. Our study provides a justification for perturbative description of relaxation processes in semiconductor QDs.

We investigated the phonon-induced pure-dephasing processes that contribute to the photoinduced dynamics of electronic excitations in semiconductor QDs. In particular, we considered the dephasing that determines the homogeneous width of optical absorption and emission lines, the lifetime of coherent superpositions of single and MEs formed during MEG and MER, and fission of MEs into independent SEs. The dephasing of MEF is much longer than the other dephasing processes due to the small energy differences in the excitons involved in MEF. The dephasing leading to MEF is facilitated by low-frequency phonon modes, while both low- and high-frequency modes contribute to the other dephasing processes.

By explicitly coupling the ground, SE and DE electronic states to phonon motions, we developed an ab initio time-domain modeling of Auger and phonon-assisted Auger processes in semiconductor nanocrystals. The time-domain representation describes the various MEG regimes, bypassing the limitations of rate models that implicitly assume exponential decay. The MEG timescale showed strong energy dependence, in agreement with available experimental and theoretical data. The energy dependence of the interplay of MEG and MER dynamics is determined by the relative densities of SE and ME states, with the MEG threshold corresponding to the crossing between these DOS. The MEG and MER timescales depend both on the DOS and the strength of coupling between SEs and MEs. The coupling in particular, shows complex dependence on energy, QD size and material. Efficient MER, in agreement with the experimental data, was observed by virtue of the superposition of many DEs, produced during the preceding MEG process, enabling ME couplings to a broad range of SEs. Ligand modes are particularly important for phonon-assisted Auger processes, since they provide the highest frequency phonons capable of exchanging significant amounts of energy with the electronic subsystem.

Our studies provided the first direct evidence that the phonon modes of the passivated QD surfaces play a vital function in the photoexcited carrier dynamics
in semiconductor QDs. Therefore, carefully controlled synthetic inorganic chemistry involving reactions between inorganic semiconductors and molecular ligands is a very valuable tool needed for advancing experimental aspects of QD research aimed at efficient harvesting and conversion of solar energy. The insights reported here enhance our understanding of the properties and behavior of nanoscale materials in general, and create valuable guidelines for development of photovoltaic, electronic, lasing, spintronic, bio-imaging and other devices.
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Figure 1. Photoexcited processes in a semiconductor QD discussed in this review. An initially excited electron-hole pair of high energy can generate another electron and hole pair, MEG. MEG competes with charge-phonon nonradiative relaxation, converting excitation energy to heat. Multiple electron-hole pairs dephase into independent single electron-hole pairs by couplings to phonons, MEF. Lower energy multiple exciton states undergo MER. Ultimately, all processes lead to a long-lived electron-hole pair at the band gap energy.
Figure 2. Population relaxation dynamics of the electron (magenta line) and hole (blue line) in the Cd$_{33}$Se$_{33}$ QD with no surface passivation.$^{14}$ The phonon bottleneck appears around the band edge of CB.
Figure 3. (Upper panel) Density of electron and hole states in the Si$_{29}$H$_{24}$ QD. Quantum confinement makes the CB and VB DOS more symmetric than the corresponding bulk DOS, in contrast with other semiconductor QDs such as CdSe. (Lower panel) Linear relationships found in the ultrafast electron and hole relaxations in Si$_{29}$H$_{24}$. In spite of the symmetric DOS (upper panel), the relaxation is asymmetric. Electrons relax more rapidly than holes; and the rate of electron relaxation grows faster with DOS, which depends on the excitation energy.
Figure 4. Phonon SD for the CB (upper-left panel) and VB (lower-left panel) states of the Si$_{29}$H$_{24}$ QD. The y-axis scale is arbitrary but the same in both panels. The SD of CB are clearly larger than the SD of VB, indicating a stronger phonon coupling to electrons than holes. HOMO and LUMO charge densities of the Si$_{29}$H$_{24}$ QD (right panels). LUMO is delocalized onto and has higher density around the passivating Si-H bonds than HOMO, rationalizing the stronger coupling of electrons to the surface phonon modes.
Figure 5. Diagram of electronic state pairs undergoing phonon-induced dephasing. (Left panel) Superposition of the lowest excited and ground states. (Mid-left panel) superposition of the lowest DE and SE states. (Middle panel) superposition of double band gap exciton \(2E_g\) and DE involved in MEG. (Mid-right panel) superposition of triple band gap exciton \(3E_g\) and TE involved in MEG. (Right panel) superposition of SEs within \(kT\) of the band gap involved in MEF.
Figure 6. Dephasing functions for the three processes corresponding to figure 5. Dephasing times obtained by Gaussian fittings are presented in table 1 and are discussed in the main text.
Figure 7. SE and DE DOS of (A) Si\textsubscript{10}, (B) Cd\textsubscript{6}Se\textsubscript{6}, and (C) Si\textsubscript{29}H\textsubscript{24}. The DE DOS starts at higher energies than the SE DOS, but the former rapidly overtakes the latter as the energy increases. The DOS is much higher in Si\textsubscript{29}H\textsubscript{24} than in the smaller QDs, and the DE/SE DOS ratio increases most rapidly. Typical structures from a dynamics trajectory at the ambient temperature, and charge densities of the HOMO and LUMO states are shown from left to right in each panel.
Photoexcited electron and hole dynamics in small semiconductor quantum dots

Figure 8. (Left panels) Total population of all SEs starting from an initially excited SE of the displayed energy. The population decrease due to MEG. MEG follows Gaussian decay in the smaller clusters, while MEG in Si$_{29}$H$_{24}$ exhibits a transition from the Gaussian to the exponential decay. Slow phonon-assisted MEG is observed at energies below 2$E_g$ in Si$_{29}$H$_{24}$. The Gaussian and exponential timescales, $\tau_g$ and $\tau_e$, are displayed. MEG is faster in Si$_{10}$ than in Cd$_6$Se$_6$, reflecting the larger DE/SE ratio in Si$_{10}$ around 2.2 $E_g$ (see figure 7). (Right panels) Phonon modes that couple the SE and DE pairs displayed in the figure. The phonon peaks appear at higher energies in lighter Si$_{10}$ than in heavier Cd$_6$Se$_6$, supporting the faster MEG in Si$_{10}$. Si$_{29}$H$_{24}$ exhibits a broader phonon spectrum, and possesses high-frequency Si-H phonon modes, leading to the efficient phonon-assisted MEG.
Figure 9. (Left panels) Evolution of the two excitons forming DE states that appear in Si$_{20}$H$_{24}$ as a result of MEG. The two SEs are asymmetric in energy, with the second SE appearing around the band gap energy, in agreement with the impact ionization mechanism. The SE pair evolves into other SE pairs along the constant energy line. (Right panel) SE population dynamics accompanying the DE dynamics shown in the left panels. The initially excited SE evolves into other SE and DE states. The decrease in the SE population seen at intermediate times corresponds to MEG shown in figure 8. The recursion of the SE population at a later time corresponds to MER, demonstrating that our method accounts for MEG and MER simultaneously. The obtained MER timescale of 1 ps to 3 ps agrees with the experimental observations for small QDs.$^{26,48–50}$